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Student Behaviour Policy 

1.  PURPOSE 

1.1. To actively promote behaviour which reflects the stated Aims and Values of the school by 
setting example, acknowledging success, encouraging self-discipline and providing 
boundaries. 

2. AIM 

2.1. To maintain a dynamic and purposeful school environment in which all students feel able to 
strive for success at their own level in the knowledge that they will be able to gain the 
respect of those around them. 

2.2. For every member of the school community to be able to manage his or her own behaviour 
with the minimum of negative intervention. 

2.3. To maintain an orderly and positive working environment which encourages learning. 

2.4. To pursue fairness and consistency in dealing with student behaviour. 

3. ENTITLEMENTS 

3.1. Students are entitled to be able to access learning at an appropriate level in an orderly, 
safe, secure environment. 

3.2.  A student whose behaviour requires intervention, is entitled to be informed about the 
process and the consequences of his or her actions. 

3.3. Staff are entitled to be able to teach and carry out their duties in an orderly, safe, secure 
environment. 

3.4. Anyone who takes responsibility for dealing with a difficult behavioural incident is entitled to 
be de-briefed at its conclusion. 

4. EXPECTATIONS 

4.1. Every individual is special. Students are expected to treat their peers and staff with respect 
and courtesy. In exchange students are entitled to expect respect and courtesy from their 
peers and from staff.  

4.2. It is expected that students will all work hard, accept challenges and operate beyond their 
comfort zones. 

4.3.  It is expected that students will all behave in ways appropriate to where they are and what 
they are doing. 

4.4.  It is expected that students will all work within such rules that are necessary to maintain 
appropriate levels of safety and security. 

 

5. BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT 

5.1 It is the responsibility of each student to manage their own behaviour to the best of their ability. 
This policy recognises that younger and less mature people will require a higher level of 
support and that privileges are gained through proven maturity and reliability. 

5.2 The management of student behaviour which is required to be carried out by staff will take 
place within an agreed format that can be supported as necessary by the infrastructure of the 
school. This behaviour as a whole can be perceived on a continuum, which runs from a minor 
infringement to a behaviour which causes serious damage to the school community such as 
bullying. The response to the infringement should be in relation to the seriousness of the 
incident 

5.3 Infringements of the accepted behaviour patterns become more serious as they affect more 
people, cause more serious harm or potential harm to an individual, rights or property. They 
also become more serious when they are repeated despite warnings or sanctions. 

5.4  Response to inappropriate behaviour will be at an appropriate level, which corresponds to the 
behaviour being managed. This policy promotes the minimum level of intervention necessary 



to support a positive response. Overreaction can be both ineffective and carry a high level of 
risk. 

5.5 The management of behaviour will take place on three levels: - (Categories as noted on the 
Consequences table (Appendix 2) 

 ‘Low-level’: Behaviour which is confined to disrupting the learning of the individual and one 
or two students nearby. Mainly managed through appropriate teacher intervention within or 
after class. (C1 – 5) 

 ‘Mid-level’: Repeated ‘low-level’ behaviour which is beginning to have a marked effect on 
progress in learning for the individual, or, behaviour which is impeding the teaching and 
learning of a number of students within the class. Managed by the teacher with appropriate 
referral to tutor, Faculty Leader and Year Head. Support from these sought depending on 
seriousness and History. (C6 – 9) 

 ‘High-level’: Repeated ‘mid-level’ behaviour, or, behaviour which is threatening, abusive, 
potentially dangerous, or which prevents teaching and learning progress for the class 
completely. Will require intervention and support from Senior Team, Year Head and 
Faculty Head. (C 10 – 11) 

5.6 Exclusion 

There will be certain acts of behaviour that can only be responded to in the strongest terms: 
i.e. exclusion of the student concerned. Following serious misdemeanours this policy may be 
applied in accordance with the school’s written guidance. 

5.7  Communal and Learning Areas 

The management of behaviour in communal and learning areas is first and foremost a 
personal one. Where this is insufficient it becomes the responsibility of all staff. Staff will 
manage behaviour to a level where they feel secure in the confidence that they are skilled to 
do so and where the school will support their actions. This will normally include taking 
responsibility for behaviour in the learning and communal areas. 

 

6 SUPPORTING THE MANAGEMENT OF BEHAVIOUR 

6.1. When a student asks for support, the supporting person should check whether the  

request is formal and therefore requiring action on their behalf. Where possible the 
intended action should be checked with the student before action is taken. Actions such 
as these must conform to current Child Protection legislation. If in doubt a check should 
be made with the school Child Protection officer. Everyone will maintain an awareness of 
those about them and support in times of difficulty. 

6.2.  The school will operate an agreed system of behaviour support. 

6.3.   Where the behaviour of a student is considered to be as a result of special needs, 
these needs will be assessed and special provision considered following guidelines set 
out in the Special Educational Needs Code of Practice applying at the time. 

6.4 The Head Teacher, or their designated deputy at the time, holds the ultimate   
responsibility for discipline in the school and therefore has the right to apply any sanction 
which he or she considers necessary to maintain the safety and well being of the 
community. 

 

 

7. EVALUATION OF THE POLICY  

7.1.The policy will be reviewed annually in order to reflect on its effectiveness.   Effectiveness 
will be judged according to the previous stated aims. Such an evaluation   should include 
qualitative and quantitative information and be the responsibility of the  Assistant Head Teacher 
(Students Welfare and Discipline).  



Quantative data should be made available to SLT and relevant staff at least termly with 
summary information passed to Governors at Personnel meetings. 
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APPENDIX 1 – RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
1. The Responsibilities of Students. 
 

1.1. All students are individually responsible for managing their own behaviour in a way 
that supports the aims of The Student Behaviour Policy.  

1.2. Ensure that they are ready and properly equipped to participate in lessons. 

1.3. Conform to the behaviour expectations agreed by the school and realise that 
individual actions have an effect on others. 



1.4. Accept and support systems which may be used to manage their behaviour. 

1.5. Recognise that where relationships have been negatively affected by their behaviour 
there will be a requirement to acknowledge responsibility and make amends by 
apologising to those affected and confirming acceptance of school rules and 
expectations. 

1.6. Appropriately challenge and report negative behaviour. 

1.7. Communicate effectively about issues of concern. 

1.8. Set an example to new and younger students. 

1.9. Take appropriate action against any form of bullying. 

1.10.  Be aware of the safety of others. 
 
2. The Responsibilities of the Teacher. 

2.1. To provide and teach differentiated programmes of study so that students are 
challenged appropriately and not frustrated by their level of ability. 

2.2. To use formal and informal rewards and incentives appropriately. 

2.3. To manage behaviour within their teaching area without support until the 
management of that behaviour is preventing the teacher from continuing to teach the 
rest of the group or unless a situation has developed whereby there is immediate 
danger to an individual or property or an abusive situation is irresolvable. 

2.4. To accept the judgement and actions taken by another colleague once support has 
been requested.  

2.5. To complete referrals and take appropriate follow-up action  

            re. sanctions and rewards. 

 

3. The Teaching Assistant 

3.1  Teaching Assistants play a crucial role in supporting the teacher.  

Their principal  responsibility is to support the achievement of learning objectives in 
the lesson. 

3.2  Where the teacher requires assistance with the management of student behaviour 
the teaching assistant will support the teacher as requested in order that students 
may achieve learning objectives. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. The teacher next door. 

4.1. We should always be aware of what is going on around us and be aware of the 
person teaching next door. 

4.2. It is suggested that teachers working close to one another should seek to provide a 
parking space’ in their teaching areas for a student who is unable to manage with the 
rest of their group and needs a place to work away from the others.  

5. The Tutor 

5.1. The tutor is a key person in the management of the behaviour of each of his or her 
tutees. They receive and monitor incident slips, make appropriate interventions as 
tutor and generally occupy a central role in the imposition of sanctions, particularly at 
the lower levels of intervention ie up to the level of after school detentions.  



5.2. This is the first available point in the hierarchy where a check of a student’s 
behaviour across the school can be maintained. Tutors need to either agree or be 
instructed about a fair and consistent level of sanction for a given offence. There will 
also be a point where a given number of incident slips in an agreed time means 
referral to the year head. 

5.3. The tutor should be the main point of contact between the school and the parents. 
Letters or a record of ‘phone calls need to be given to the year head. Tutors should 
be able to ask for support from colleagues in meetings with parents if they feel 
vulnerable. 

  6.      The Curriculum Team Leader. 

6.1. The Curriculum Team Leader will want to see that there is a good standard of 
behaviour within the subject areas and has a general responsibility to use the agreed 
systems to see that this is so. 

6.2. It may be necessary to develop particular codes of conduct which operate within 
specific areas e.g. Drama Studio rules and routines. This should be done by the 
faculty and implemented by all who use the teaching space. 

6.3. Faculties will be responsible for ensuring that work targets are met and may need to 
impose time sanctions such as recess or lunchtime detentions related to this. 

6.4. To monitor the programmes of study so that students are challenged appropriately 
and not frustrated by their level of ability. 

6.5. To maintain a functional relationship with Year Heads in relation to behaviour 
management. 

   7.    The Year Head. 

7.1. The Year Head has a dual role: the main part that he or she plays in behaviour 
management is in the support of tutors and as a conduit for information. The year 
head needs to be aware of what the tutors are doing and give advice and support  in 
such a way that consistency is achieved. 

7.2. They should be available to provide an extra level of authority when required. The 
first sanctions should be given by the subject teachers or tutor. If the student avoids 
or refuses such sanctions the year head appropriately becomes involved and may 
impose a higher tariff sanction. e.g. change a lunchtime detention to an after school 
detention. 

7.3. There will also be a level of misdemeanour where the year head’s involvement is 
automatic: bullying, physical assault, serious verbal abuse of staff and serious 
damage come to mind. These are all misdemeanours which should involve the 
parents and could require the input of an outside agency such as the police. 

7.4. When a student is not responding to the normal system of rewards and sanctions 
and following consultation with the tutor, the Year Head will refer the student to the 
Flexible Learning Centre Manager. 

7.5. To maintain a functional relationship with Heads of Faculties in relation to behaviour 
management. 

8. Assistant Heads, The Deputy Heads and the Head Teacher.  

8.1. There is an overall responsibility for senior managers to have a role in the 
maintenance of an orderly and positive learning environment. SLT will respond to 
calls for assistance if teachers require assistance to manage student behaviour. 

8.2. Once SLT are called to assist it is understood that their judgement at the time will be 
accepted. Staff will not tell Senior Managers what they must do. This does not 
preclude later discussions and review. 

8.3.  The Assistant Head Teacher with designated responsibility for ‘Students: Welfare 
and Discipline’ is the appropriate person to listen to any serious concerns about 
behaviour issues and will advise the Head Teacher as and when appropriate. 



9. The Flexible Learning Centre Manager. 

9.1. When a student is not responding to the normal system of rewards and sanctions 
and following consultation with the tutor, the Year Head may refer a student to the 
Flexible Learning Centre Manager. 

9.2. The Flexible Learning Centre Manager will assess the situation and arrange special 
needs’ provision as appropriate. 

9.3 The  Flexible Learning Centre Manager will advise staff and maintain appropriately 
supportive intervention programmes for students who are experiencing exceptional 
difficulty managing their own behaviour. 

9.4 The Flexible Learning Centre Manager will maintain a clear referral route from 
faculties to Flexible Learning Centre for students who may, for a time, require 
additional support and intervention in order to maintain progress and good behaviour 
within full-time mainstream schooling. 

10. The Parents.  

     10.1 When they accept a place at the school, parents undertake to support the Behaviour 
Policy.  

     10.2 2 Parents can support the school and their children by maintaining an awareness of  
their son / daughter’s participation and progress, by talking about school regularly at 
home and by attending relevant school events.  

     10.3 Parents can support the school and their children by responding positively to 
requests from the school to participate in appropriate behaviour management 
strategies or other support arrangements. 

     10.4 Parents can support the school and their children by sharing concerns with Form 
Tutors, Senior Staff or Parent Governors as they see fit.                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Bishop Fox’s 

High Standards & High Expectations 
 

 
REWARDS 

 
Category 

 
Reward 

 

 
Reason for Reward 

 
Who 

 
Support 

R1 Recognition of following  
School Code of Conduct: - Ethos 

 

All Staff None 

R2 Verbal 
recognition  

- positive attitude 
- well behaved 
- good work produced 
- appropriate uniform 
- good citizen 
- punctual 
- high level attendance 
- general improvement 
 

All Staff None 

R3 Merit Awarded For a sustained 
 period of R2 or significant 
improvement 
 

All Staff None 

 

EACH TERM 
 

R4 Curriculum Prizes 
 

 
 

For outstanding work in a subject or 
significant improvement. 
Postcards sent home 

All Staff Class teacher 
nominates and admin 
support 

R5 Bronze Certificate 
 
 
 
 
 

 
* Letter Home 

- for achieving 15 merits  
   (KS3) Prize draw 

- for achieving 10 merits 
   (KS4) Prize draw 

-  2 days absence for  
   term 
- *13.5+ average score  
   in progress/full report 
 

HOY 
 

AHT  
(Student 

Achievement) 

Form Tutor or  
Form Captain and 
admin support 
 

Attendance officer 
and admin support 
 

Report administrator 
and admin support 

R6 Silver Certificate 
 
 
 
 

 
 
* Letter Home 

- for achieving 30 merits  
   (KS3) Prize draw 

- for achieving 20 merits 
   (KS4) Prize draw 

- 1 days absence for term 
*14.0+ average score in 
   progress/full report 

HOY 
 

AHT  
(Student 

Achievement) 

Form Tutor or  
Form Captain and 
admin support 
 

Attendance officer 
and admin support 
 

Report administrator 
and admin support 

R7 Gold Certificate 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
* Letter Home 

- for achieving 70 merits 
   (KS3) Prize draw 

- for achieving 30 merits 
   (KS4) Prize draw 
 

100% attendance for term Prize draw 
 

*14.6+ average score in 
  progress/full report 

HOY 
 

AHT  
(Student 

Achievement) 

Form Tutor or  
Form Captain and  
admin support 
 
 
Attendance officer 
and admin support 
 

Report administrator 
and admin support 

R8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Special recognition HT commendation for outstanding 
work 
 

Top 3 merit scores in year group for 
the term. Prize  
 

Achievement Certificate awarded at 
end of term 
Tutor Group Prizes – progress report 
scores (best average) 

Headteacher 
 
 

HOY 

Admin support 
 
Form Tutor 
nominates and admin 
support 
 
Report administrator 
and admin support 
 



 
 

Best % tutor group attendance 
 
Tutor group with most merits 

Attendance officer 
and admin support 
Admin support 

 

ANNUALLY 
 

R9 100% attendance 
certificate 
*Letter home 
 

*Excellent attendance for the whole 
year 

HOY Attendance officer 
and admin support 

R10 Recognition of sustained 
commitment to the school 
community 
*Letter home when 
appointed 

*Head Prefects / *Prefects 
*Careers Prefects / *SEN Prefects  
*Buddies / *Peer Mentors 
*Student Council Reps 
*Sports Ambassadors/Leaders 
*Music Team Leaders 
 

AHT 
(Student 

Achievement) 

Assistant 
Headteacher 
(Student 
Achievement) & CTL 
where applicable 

R11 Recognition of achieving 
“excellence” in all areas of 
the school curriculum 
 
*Badge (Half) 
*Tie (Full) 
*Letter home 

               
 

To recognise excellence in  
Mathematics,  Science, Language  
(English & MFL),  Humanities 
(History, Geography & R.E) , Design  
(DT & Art),  Business & Enterprise 
(Business Studies, ICT & Media),  
Performing Arts (Music, Dance & 
Drama) & Sports  (known as 
‘Colours’) 
 

Full & half awards are given 
 

If more than three areas are 
recognised then outstanding all 
round performance is achieved; this 
is awarded with a special tie 

AHT 
(Student 

Achievement) 

Assistant 
Headteacher 
(Student 
Achievement) & CTL 
oversees the criteria 
for the recognition 
awards 

R12 Annual Award 
Presentations 
 
Tutor group recognition 
 

*Letter home 

*Form prizes – for positive,  
 responsible, committed member of   
 tutor group 
 

*Achievement Prize – for highest  
 achiever in tutor group 
 

SLT 
 
 

Form tutor nominates 
and admin support 
 
 

Form tutor nominates 
and admin support 

R13 Annual Award 
Presentations 
 
 
Key Stage recognition 
 
 
*Letter home 

*Individual subject awards – KS3 and  
 KS4 prizes 
 

*KS3 value-added awards 
 

*KS3 and KS4 - Outstanding effort  
 and achievement awards 
 

*KS3 and KS4 - Effort and  
 achievement awards 
 

*Chairmans Cup – Exam A   
 Achievement (value added) KS4 
 

*Bishop Fox’s Cup – Outstanding  
 GCSE or equivalent results 
 

SLT CTL’s nominate and 
admin support 
 
Student tracking and 
admin support 
 
Sports department 
and admin support 

R14 Annual Award 
Presentations 
 
 
Whole school prizes 
 

*School Council Cup – Outstanding  
 School Council Rep 
 

*Millennium Cup – extra-curricular  
 commitment 
 

*Rotary Shield KS3 and KS4 –  
 contribution to the community 
 

*Connexions Award – KS4 work  
 related 
 

*Business Studies Award – KS4  
 outstanding Business Studies  
 Student 
 

Headteacher 
SLT 

Governors 

Student tracking 
administrator and 
SLT/whole staff 
nominations and  
admin support 

 
**Additional prizes/certificates/letters are awarded throughout the year to recognise success e.g. maths challenge, sports 
achievements, school production, orchestra, dance, carol concert, etc 

 



 

 
Bishop Fox’s 

High Standards & High Expectations 

 

 

CONSEQUENCES  
 

 
Category 

 
Consequence 

 
Unacceptable behaviour 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B 
 
 

U 
 
 
 

L 
 
 
 

L 
 
 
 

Y 
 
 
 
I 
 
 
 

N 
 
 
 

G 

 

7 WHO 

 
Support/ 
Referrals 

 

C1 Warning in relation to consequences  
 

ALL STAFF None 

C2 Verbal Warning - inappropriate behaviour 
- uniform 
- off  task 
- late to lesson/school/registration 
- failure to complete work   
   (class/homework) 
- inappropriate personal items  
   i.e.  IPODS 

ALL STAFF None 

C3 Written warning/ 
consequence slip 
3 slips-letter home 

- failure to respond to C2 ALL STAFF To tutor 
 

C4 - Tutor/subject 
teacher/faculty detention 
- Home Contact 

- failure to respond to C3 
- repeated inappropriate behaviour  
- repeated lateness to lessons 
   

ALL STAFF 
CTLs 

To Tutor/HOY 
CTLs and HOYs 

C5 HOY: 
Detention 
3 detentions – letter home 
Community Service 

As above/smoking  1
st
 offence 

Lateness 
 

HOY HOY 
Asst.Head 

(Stud.Welfare) 

C6 After School Detention 
Theft/damage 
 
 
Community Service 

- failure to attend Faculty /HOY  
detention 
- repeated failure to respond to C5 
- smoking – 2

nd
 offence 

- truanting 

ALL STAFF CTL/HOY 
Parent 

Asst.Hd 
(Stud Welfare) 

C7 Headteacher’s detention 
Theft/damage 

Refusal to attend Detention 
Repeated disruption in Detention 
Repeated Detentions 

Asst. Head (Stud 
Welfare) 

 
Asst.Hd. 

(Stud Welfare) 

C8 SLT withdrawal 
and After School Detention 
Theft/damage 

- serious disruption to lesson 
- verbal abuse 
- refusing instructions of staff 
- walking 

SLT 
 

CTL/HOY 
Parent 

C9 Internal 
Theft/damage 
Health/Safety violation 

- violence 
- failure to respond to C7/8 
- verbal abuse 
- repeated truancy 
- repeated withdrawals 
- Smoking 3

rd
 offence 

- Defiance 

HOY 
SLT 

HOY 
Asst.Head 

(Stud.Welfare) 
FLC 

C10 External-fixed term 
Health/safety violation 

- serious or repeated violence 
- verbal abuse to staff 
- failure to respond to C8/9 
- repeated instances of Internal 
Suspension* 
- failure to meet PSP or contract terms  
- smoking 4

th
 incident 

SLT 
Asst.Hd 

(Stud.welfare) 
Headteacher 

FLC 
Asst.Head 

(Stud.Welfare) 

C11 External – Permanent - sustained failure to respond to 
support  and consequences framework 
- threat to the wellbeing/health and  
   safety of others 

- one off serious incident 
(violence, 

   weapons, drug related etc) 
- Repeated defiance 
 

 
Headteacher 

 
Governors 

 
CTL - Curriculum/Subject Leaders;       HOY – Head of Year;       SLT – Senior Management  

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

APPENDIX 4 - BULLYING 
 

WORKING WITH STUDENTS WHO ARE  BEING BULLIED: 
For a student to discuss incidents of this nature he or she must feel great confidence in the adult 
concerned.  Ideally such discussion will take place in a private space and be given adequate time. 
 
In every circumstance teachers will wish to be seen to listen carefully and accept what students say 
in a calm and non-judgemental manner. 
 
Frequently children who are victims of bullying have a low self-esteem and lack confidence.  One 
way of redressing this is to make clear the  ability of the teacher to listen and then to demonstrate 
that the individual concerned is being respected and is worthy of attention.  At the end of a 
discussion the student must know that the teacher is concerned that the bullying has happened and 
that help will be forthcoming. 
 
Within the school procedures for handling incidents of difficulty the student should be given access 
to a member of staff with whom they can discuss any further problems.  It will be helpful for the 
student to decide who this should be.  In due course it may be necessary to work with a student 
and/or parents on strategies that will help to safeguard against further incidents. 
 
Do not minimise the “crime” of bullying – assault is an offence, harassment is an offence.  In 
appropriate cases and in consultation with victim and parents, the Assistant Headteacher (students) 
may refer to other professionals. 
 
Such strategies might include: 
- Helping the individual to return to the group in which they have been bullied, considering for 

example, what the student might say on meeting the bully. 
- Enabling the student to express feeling about being bullied and fears about the future. 
- Considering with the student whether aspects of their own behaviour might be inviting a 

bullying response from others. 
- Ensuring  that there is easy accessible “anti-bullying literature” within the school. 
- The appropriate bullying forms are available to all staff. 
- Incidents of “racial abuse” or disability discrimination are reported to the appropriate “anti-

discriminatory organisation” and forms will be completed. 
- Helping students to deal with private feelings, such as those of shame, humiliation or fear. 
- Working with the student to find the most important aspect of the problem, offering a weekly 

support or where available and appropriate places in which to spend leisure time. 
- Assisting the student to participate in activities 
- Experiences can be introduced in which an individual can develop positive attitudes to his or 

her own performance 
- Work with the student if there are identification triggers for the bullying.  (Teaching staff are 

aware that 72% of “Young Carers” have or are experiencing bullying.  Looked after children, 
personal hygiene, educational needs may all be a factor for the bully). 

- Include disability awareness training in PSHE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

APPENDIX 5 – INVESTIGATING BULLYING GUIDELINES 
 
GUIDELINES FOR INVESTIGATING BULLYING: 
 

 If you can’t deal with it straight away, make an appointment (the sooner the better). 
 
 Get the facts before you act 
 
 Confirm those facts with a neutral party, if possible 
 
 Interview students singly and minimise the risk of collusion 
 
 Maintain confidentiality 
 
 Recognise that getting to the truth takes time and persistence (youngsters often lie when 

under pressure). 
 
 If in doubt, get a second opinion from a colleague 
 
 Make early contact with parents (of bully and victim) unless victim makes a strong and well-

reasoned case to the contrary 
 
 Enforce appropriate sanction 
 
 Arrange for the victim to receive support 
 
 Record incident on Bullying Report Form 
 
 Communicate outcomes and action to parents and to teachers on a “need to know” basis 
 
 Ensure that the situation is monitored for at least 4 weeks after which a brief review should 

be held.  Take appropriate action, if any. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 6 – ADVICE TO STUDENTS 
 



INFORMATION PROVIDED IN STUDENT PLANNERS 
BULLYING – ADVICE TO STUDENTS: 
- Tell someone early and nip it in the bud; prevention is better than cure. 
 
- Tell someone else, support a friend in need 
 
- Seek advice from a Buddy, a Prefect or adult 
 
- Don’t leave your personal belongings unattended; this can often lead to problems 
 
- Stick with your friends, this makes bullying more difficult 
 
- Stay away from places where you know trouble can happen 
 
- If you suffer problems on a school bus where you can’t get away, seek help from the bus 

prefects.  If that doesn’t work, speak to your parents or see your tutor who may decide to 
alert your Head of year or Assistant Headteacher (students) to the problem. 

 
- Trust those people who deal with bullying, they will offer support. 
 
BULLYING – ADVICE TO PARENT/GUARDIANS: 
- If you suspect your child is being bullied, ask him/her 
 
- Recognise that it often takes courage for a child to admit they are being bullied.  They will 

almost always have tried already to deal with the problems themselves. 
 
- Listen carefully to him/her and find out what is going on 
 
- Take what he/she tells you seriously 
 
- Contact his/her tutor or Head of Year. They  will offer  support and how to handle 
            the situation. 
 
- Work with the school to solve the problem.  We cannot succeed if we work independently 
 
- Help your child cope with the bullying and equip him/her to resist it until it goes away 
 
- Do not hope it will go away, the sooner you act, the more chance we have of nipping the 

problem in the bud. 
 
BULLYING – ADVICE TO STAFF: 
- Take any report of bullying seriously 
 
- Be prompt to class, and prompt to duty 
 
- Do not leave your class unless it is an emergency 
 
- Always be on the look-out for behaviour which points to bullying e.g. unexpected silence, 

that look, bags out of place, students where they “shouldn’t be”, torn/spoiled 
clothing,whispering, tripping/kicking, poor attendance etc. 

 
- Record all incidents of bullying on Bullying Report Form, give to Year Head        July 2006 

 
 
 

APPENDIX 7 
 
APPENDIX UPDATE – JULY 2007 
        Following DfES Guidance – April 2007. 
 



THE POWER TO DISCIPLINE PUPILS: 
The Education and Inspections Act 2006 (EIA 2006) changes the legal basis of teachers’ and other 
school staff’s authority to discipline pupils. It provides for the first time a statutory power for teachers 
and certain other school staff to discipline pupils, replacing and superseding the previous legal 
authority based on the common law principle of the teacher being in loco parentis (in place of the 
parent). 
 
KEY POINTS: 

 The school has a statutory power to discipline pupils for breaches of school rules, failure to 
follow instructions or other unacceptable conduct. 

 All teachers and other staff in charge of pupils have the power to discipline 

 The headteacher may limit the power to apply particular sanctions to certain staff and/or 
extend the power to discipline to adult volunteers (e.g. parent volunteering to supervise a 
football match or help on a school trip) 
(SEE APPENDIX 1 – RESPONSIBILITIES) 

 
The power to discipline is applicable to any pupil at a school where education is provided for them, 
and also to misbehaviour by pupils outside school premises when they are not in the lawful control 
or charge of a member of staff, so far as this is reasonable. 
 
REGULATING PUPILS BEHAVIOUR OUTSIDE SCHOOL PREMISES: 
KEY POINTS: 

 The school has a statutory power to regulate the behaviour of pupils when off school 
premises and not supervised by school staff. 

 Regulation must be reasonable.  The school should consider the factors they take into 
account in deciding whether a rule or sanction is reasonable. 

 
DETENTIONS: 
Detentions are lawful if: 

- pupils and parents have been informed that the school uses detentions as a sanction, 
and 

- the school gives parents 24 hours notice of detentions outside school sessions. 
Section 3.7.: of the guidance provides detailed and comprehensive information about what the 
law now provides for and the factors and considerations that schools need to accommodate in 
their detention procedures.  This includes, for example, what to do if a pupil walks out of a 
detention. 
 
In the case of weekend detentions, E1A 2006 strengthens schools disciplinary authority by 
removing the previous requirement to obtain parental consent.  Schools now have the power, if 
they wish, to require pupils to attend detentions on such days as are permitted by the Act and 
related Regulations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONFISCATION: 
KEY POINTS: 

 The school can include confiscation of pupils property as a disciplinary sanction in their 
behaviour policy. 

 To be lawful, confiscation must be a reasonable sanction in the circumstances of the 
particular case 



 Decisions about retention and disposal of confiscated property much also be reasonable in 
the circumstances of the particular case. 

 Te Education and Inspections Act 2006 includes a specific statutory defence for school staff 
who have reasonably confiscated pupils property. 

 
The issue of confiscation has for long been highly problematic.  EIA 2006 confirms confiscation 
as a legitimate action, but still places on teachers a responsibility to demonstrate its justification, 
if required.  The guidance indicates that teachers have authority to confiscate property “in 
pursuance of a legitimate aim” defined by the guidance as generally “maintaining an 
environment conducive to learning… which safeguards the rights of other pupils to be 
educated”.  The guidance says, importantly – “It is for the staff member confiscating to show the 
legality of the confiscation since he or she has made the decision to interfere with the property.  
If authority can be shown the staff member has a defence to all proceedings against him or her 
and is not liable for any damage or loss arising.” 

 
POWER TO SEARCH FOR WEAPONS: 
Paragraphs 3.8.4 – 3.8.5. of the guidance briefly cover the basic powers of certain school staff to 
search suspected pupils for knives or other weapons without consent.  This power to search derives 
from the Violent Crime Reduction Act 2006, which added new provisions to the Education Act 1996.  
It only relates to weapons and does not extend to searches for other material such as illegal drugs 
or stolen property searches for which should only be doe by the police. 
 
The Appendix of this summary reproduces the relevant section (45) of the Violent Crime Reduction 
Act 2006 verbatim and in full for precise and authoritative information. 
 
TAKING ACCOUNT OF INDIVIDUAL PUPIL NEEDS: 
Section 3.9 of the guidance discusses in detail the factors that may require consideration in order to 
take account of individual pupils needs and circumstances when apply the school’s behaviour policy 
regarding in particular: race, religion and culture; and SEN, disability and the circumstances of other 
vulnerable pupils. 
 
RACE, RELIGION AND CULTURE: 
Key Points: 

 The school must avoid discriminating against particular racial groups in the application of 
their behaviour policies. 

 The school must monitor and assess the impact of their behaviour policy on pupils, staff and 
parents of different racial groups. 

 The school should ensure staff are well informed about cultural differences in behaviour and 
their implications. 

 The school should support newly arrived pupils in understanding and following the behaviour 
policy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 9 
 
 
POWER OF MEMBERS OF STAFF TO SEARCH SCHOOL PUPILS FOR WEAPONS: 
The following is the exact wording of the law in The Violent Crime Reduction Act 2006 for the 
benefit of  Headteachers and others regarding the new power to search pupils for weapons without 
their consent. 
 

45 Power of members of staff to search school pupils for weapons 
After section 550A of the Education Act 1996 (c.56) insert 



 
550AA Power of members of staff to search pupils for weapons: 
 

1. A member of the staff of a school who has reasonable grounds for suspecting that a 
pupil at the school may have with him or in his possession: 
a. an article to which section 139 of the Criminal Justice Act 1988 applies (knives and 

blades etc). 
OR 

b. An offensive weapon (within the meaning of the Prevention of Crime Act 1953) may 
search that pupil or his possessions for such articles and weapons. 

 
2. A search under this section may be carried out only where: 

a. The member of staff and the pupil are on the premises of the school;  
OR 

b. They are elsewhere and the member of the staff has lawful control or charge of the 
pupil 

 
3. A person may carry out a search under this section only if: 

a. He is the headteacher of the school 
OR 

b. He has been authorised by the headteacher to carry out the search 
 

4. Nothing in any enactment, instrument or agreement shall be construed as authorising a 
headteacher of a school to require a person other than a member of the security staff of 
the school to carry out a search under this section. 

 
5. A person who carries out a search of a pupil under this section: 

a. May not require the pupil to remove any clothing other than outer clothing 
b. Must be of the same sex as the pupil 

AND 
c. May carry out the search only in the presence of another member of the staff who is 

also of the same sex as the pupil. 
 

6. A pupil’s possessions may not be searched under this section except in his presence 
and in the presence of another member of the staff. 

 
7. If, in the course of a search under this section the person carrying out the search finds: 

a. Anything which he has reasonable grounds for suspecting falls within subsection (1) 
(a) or (b) 
OR 

b. Any other thin which he has reasonable grounds for suspecting is evidence in 
relation to an offence, he may seize and retain it. 

 
8. A person who exercises a power under this section may use such force as is reasonable 

in the circumstances for exercising that power. 
 
9. A person who seizes anything under subsection (7) must deliver it to a police constable 

as soon as reasonably practicable. 
 

10. The Police (Property) Act 1897 (disposal of property in the possession of the police) shall 
apply to property which has come into the possession of a police constable under this 
section as it applies to property. 
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